Modern China from Socio-economic and Transcultural Perspectives

June 12, 2010, 9 AM - 5 PM
Pembroke Hall 202
172 Meeting Street
Brown University

“The Experience of Unemployment and Registered Long-term Unemployment in China: A Gender Perspective”
Huamin Peng, Nanjing University
Discussant: John Logan, Brown University

“A Sacrificed ‘Local’: Water-Control Decisions and the Transformation of the Huabei Social Economy, 1580-1949”
Junya Ma, Nanjing University
Discussant: Peter Perdue, Yale University

“‘Oriental Ghosts’ in Marguerite Duras’s Works”
Hong Huang, Nanjing University
Discussant: Gretchen Schultz, Brown University

“History, Memory, and Writing: North American Chinese Literature in the Homeland Images”
Jun Liu, Nanjing University
Discussant: Emma J. Teng, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

“Pragmatism in China”
Yajun Chen, Nanjing University
Discussant: Paget Henry, Brown University

“Intercultural Theater: Adaptations and Staging of Western Plays in China”
Chengzhou He, Nanjing University
Discussant: Haiying H. Yan, Cornell University

Open to the public. Wheelchair accessible.

A symposium of the Nanjing-Brown Joint Program in Gender and the Humanities
Sponsored by the Pembroke Center for Teaching and Research on Women, the Cogut Center for the Humanities, and East Asian Studies, with generous support from International Affairs, American Civilization, and the Center for the Study of Race and Ethnicity in America.